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Understanding the Dead Sea Scrolls NavPress
A leak in a nuclear power station located near Toronto endagers the lives of two
million people.

Epicenter Vintage
From New York Times, USA Today, and Publishers Weekly
bestselling author Joel C. Rosenberg! A game-changing peace
treaty between Israel and the Saudis is nearly done. The secretary

of state is headed to the region to seal the deal. And Special Agent
Marcus Ryker is leading an advance trip along the Israel-Lebanon
border, ahead of the secretary’s arrival. But when Ryker and his
team are ambushed by Hezbollah forces, a nightmare scenario
begins to unfold. The last thing the White House can afford is a
new war in the Mideast that could derail the treaty and set the
region ablaze. U.S. and Israeli forces are mobilizing to find the
hostages and get them home, but Ryker knows the clock is ticking.
When Hezbollah realizes who they’ve captured, no amount of
ransom will save them—they’ll be transferred to Beirut and then to
Tehran to be executed on live television. In the fourth installment
of Rosenberg’s gripping new series, Marcus Ryker finds himself
in the most dangerous situation he has ever faced—captured,
brutalized, and dragged deep behind enemy lines. Should he wait
to be rescued? Or try to escape? How? And what if his colleagues
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are too wounded to run? This is the CIA’s most valuable operative
as you have never seen him before.
Knights of the Lost Temple, Book One Tyndale House
Publishers, Inc.
"An examination of the early, mysterious Essene
community at Qumran that links it with John the Baptist,
Jesus, and the beginnings of Christianity"--Provided by
publisher.
Implosion NavPress
In 1947, a Bedouin shepherd literally stumbled
upon a cave near the Dead Sea, a settlement now
called Qumran, to the east of Jerusalem. This
cave, along with the others located nearby,
contained jars holding hundreds of scrolls and
fragments of scrolls of texts both biblical and
nonbiblical—in Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek. The
biblical scrolls would be the earliest evidence
of the Hebrew Scriptures, or Old Testament, by
hundreds of years; and the nonbiblical texts
would shed dramatic light on one of the least-
known periods of Jewish history—the Second
Temple period. This find is, quite simply, the
most important archaeological event in two
thousand years of biblical studies. The scrolls
provide information on nearly every aspect of
biblical studies, including the Old Testament,
text criticism, Second Temple Judaism, the New
Testament, and Christian origins. It took more
than fifty years for the scrolls to be
completely and officially published, and there

is no comparable brief, introductory resource.
Core Biblical Studies fulfill the need for
brief, substantive, yet highly accessible
introductions to key subjects and themes in
biblical studies. In the shifting tides of
biblical interpretation, these books are
designed to help students locate relevant
meanings in conversation with the text. As a
first step toward substantive and subsequent
learning, the series draws on the best
scholarship in order to provide foundational
concepts and contextualized information on a
broad scope of issues, methods, perspectives,
and trends.

The Moses Scroll Abingdon Press
Kethol is an adventurer with an easy smile, a man who is quick
with a quip and quicker with a sword. His partner Pirojil's ugly
looks deceive people into thinking he's stupid to their sorrow in
the third rollicking Guardians of the Flame book.
The Dead Sea Scrolls Today, Rev. Ed Tyndale House
Publishers, Inc.
After Israel declares war on Iran, CIA operative David Shirazi
infiltrates the Iranian regime and intercepts information indicating
that two Iranian nuclear warheads have been moved to a secure
and undisclosed location.
The Last Jihad BRILL
Introduces a radical new perspective on the historical
foundations of monotheism, based on the enigma of the
Copper Scroll of the Essenes. • Confirms the link between
ancient Judaism and the pharoah Akhenaten. • Decodes
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the system of measurements encrypted on the Copper Scroll
that has confounded scholars for over 50 years, leading to
the identification of fabulous lost treasures. • Points to a
radical new understanding of the origins of monotheism. The
famous Dead Sea Scrolls comprise the oldest collection of
Biblical documents ever discovered. Of the Dead Sea
Scrolls, none has baffled experts more than the 2,000-year-
old Copper Scroll, discovered in 1952 by a team of Bedouin
led by Henri de Contenson of the Ecole Biblique in East
Jerusalem. Appearing to be a list of buried treasure
engraved on copper pieces, the Copper Scroll is considered
to be the work of a secretive Jewish sect of devout Essenes,
who lived by the Dead Sea around the time of Jesus. No
one has been able to explain its meaning or discover any of
the 64 locations where the Biblical treasures it lists were
buried. Robert Feather, combining his background as a
metallurgist with his journalistic expertise, has unraveled the
enigma of the Copper Scroll in a fascinating study that takes
the reader on a journey from ancient Mesopotamia, through
Canaan, into Egypt, and back to the shores of the Dead
Sea. His exploration links the scroll to the ancient Egyptian
king Akhenaten, confirming a long suspected influence of
this pharaoh's religious beliefs on those of the Hebrews. The
author's findings not only reveal the locations of most of the
treasures listed on the Copper Scroll, but they also point to a
radical new understanding of the origins of monotheism--the
basis of the three great religions of Judaism, Islam, and
Christianity.

Epicenter Macmillan
In his first groundbreaking nonfiction book, now with updated
content, New York Times best-selling author Joel C. Rosenberg
takes readers on an unforgettable journey through prophecy and
current events into the future of Iraq after Saddam, Russia after
Communism, Israel after Arafat, and Christianity after radical
Islam. You won't want to miss Joel's exclusive interviews with
Israeli, Palestinian, and Russian leaders, along with previously
classified CIA and White House documents. New content
includes the most up-to-date information since the hardcover
release in 2006, a new poll about American attitudes toward the
Middle East and prophecy, and transcripts of interviews
conducted during the interview process for the Epicenter DVD-
video.
The Secret Initiation of Jesus at Qumran Horeb Press
Bestselling author and international political expert Joel C. Rosenberg
tackles the question, Is America an empire in decline or a nation
poised for an historic renaissance? America teeters on a precipice. In
the midst of financial turmoil, political uncertainty, declining morality,
the constant threat of natural disasters, and myriad other daunting
challenges, many wonder what the future holds. Will history’s
greatest democracy stage a miraculous comeback, returning to the
forefront of the world’s economic and spiritual stage? Can America’s
religious past be repeated today with a third Great Awakening? Or will
the rise of China, Russia, and other nations, coupled with the US’s
internal struggles, send her into a decline from which there can be no
return? Implosion helps readers understand the economic, social, and
spiritual challenges facing the United States in the 21st century,
through the lens of biblical prophecy.
The Deadly Scrolls Tyndale House Publishers, Inc.
Every follower of Jesus Christ should be able to answer two
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simple questions: Who is investing in me? Who am I
investing in? God desires to pour an abundance of spiritual
and emotional capital into your life. And he wants to use you
to pour spiritual and emotional capital into others. Along the
way, you'll be changed. Others will change. You will
experience God and his community in a new and personal
and supernatural way. And so will others. God calls this
process of spiritual investing “making disciples.” It’s the
heart of the Great Commission. It’s the vision of a great
local church. It’s the secret of a healthy joyful, secure, and
significant life.
Damascus Countdown Forge Books
Is the crisis in the Middle East hurtling toward the point of no return?
Israel’s prime minister, Benjamin Netanyahu, tells the U.N. that Iran
could have nukes by spring. Iran’s president, Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad, has called for the end of the United States and Israel.
Chaos is erupting throughout the region. Rumors abound of an
impending Israeli first strike against Iran’s nuclear program. Is war
imminent? New York Times best-selling author Joel C. Rosenberg
looks at the events developing in the Middle East and asks the tough
questions: Could Israel launch a preemptive strike at any moment?
How might an Israel-Iran war set the Middle East on fire? What should
we be watching for? Israel at War will help you understand what is
happening right now behind the scenes in this volatile region—and how
this high-stakes showdown could affect the future of the Middle East
and the world.
The Copper Scroll Project Princeton University Press
Book 2 in the bestselling 3-book international political thriller
series that has sold over 475,000 copies! “One of the most
entertaining and intriguing authors of international political

thrillers in the country. . . . His novels are un-put-downable!”
—Steve Forbes, editor-in-chief, Forbes magazine The president of
the United States is missing. Three years before Clinton and
Patterson, another New York Times bestselling author of thirteen
international thrillers, Joel C. Rosenberg, posed this chilling
scenario: What if the Islamic State captured the most valuable
hostage in history? Award-winning journalist J. B. Collins,
reporting from the scene of a devastating attack by ISIS terrorists
in Amman, Jordan, puts the entire world on high alert—the U.S.
president is missing and presumed captured. With Israeli and
Palestinian leaders critically injured and Jordan’s king fighting
for his life, the allies are reeling and hopes for the peace process
are dashed. As the U.S. government faces a constitutional crisis
and Jordan battles for its very existence, Collins must do his best
to keep the world informed while working to convince the FBI that
his stories are not responsible for the terror attack on the
Jordanian capital. And ISIS still has chemical weapons.
Struggling to clear his name, Collins works frantically with the
Secret Service to locate and rescue the leader of the free world
before ISIS’s threats become a catastrophic reality.
The Cave 3 Copper Scroll: A Symbolic Journey Morgan
James Publishing
Get ready for Samantha Shannon's new novel, A Day of
Fallen Night, coming in February 2023! The New York
Times bestselling "epic feminist fantasy perfect for fans of
Game of Thrones" (Bustle). NAMED A BEST BOOK OF
THE YEAR BY: AMAZON (Top 100 Editors Picks and
Science Fiction and Fantasy) * CHICAGO PUBLIC
LIBRARY * BOOKPAGE * AUTOSTRADDLE A world
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divided. A queendom without an heir. An ancient enemy
awakens. The House of Berethnet has ruled Inys for a
thousand years. Still unwed, Queen Sabran the Ninth must
conceive a daughter to protect her realm from
destruction--but assassins are getting closer to her door.
Ead Duryan is an outsider at court. Though she has risen to
the position of lady-in-waiting, she is loyal to a hidden
society of mages. Ead keeps a watchful eye on Sabran,
secretly protecting her with forbidden magic. Across the dark
sea, Tané has trained all her life to be a dragonrider, but is
forced to make a choice that could see her life unravel.
Meanwhile, the divided East and West refuse to parley, and
forces of chaos are rising from their sleep.
The Copper Scroll Tyndale House Publishers, Inc.
The book, "" Antiquities of the Jews; Book - XI "", has been
considered important throughout the human history, and so
that this work is never forgotten we have made efforts in its
preservation by republishing this book in a modern format
for present and future generations. This whole book has
been reformatted, retyped and designed. These books are
not made of scanned copies and hence the text is clear and
readable.
The Beirut Protocol WaterBrook
The history behind the Copper Scroll and the true story of
Jim Barfield’s quest for its treasure. Whether the objects
are of legend or history, certain ancient mysteries arrest the
imaginations of every generation. These antiquities refuse
to be forgotten by the human spirit—hidden sufficiently to

evade discovery, but historically prominent enough to leave
a smattering of clues. Many explorers have fallen prey to
fortune’s siren call, spending their lifetimes searching for
the artifacts that promise to alter human history. The Copper
Scroll Project is a relative newcomer to the modern treasure
hunt. Part of the Dead Sea Scrolls collection, the Copper
Scroll is unlike any of the leather and papyrus documents,
though not simply for its copper plates. The relic reads like a
coded map, listing dozens of hiding spots where tithes and
vessels thought to be secreted from the Jewish Temple
were stored for safekeeping. More than fifty years after
archaeologists found this unique artifact in a cave near
Qumran, four adventurers have dared to chase after the
scroll’s priceless relics. “A unique introduction not only to a
famous biblical mystery but to the world of American
Christian interest in Israel, which remains opaque or
bewildering to many outsiders, and is often
caricatured.”—Matti Friedman, author of The Aleppo Codex
“Equal parts mystery, treasure hunt and erudite elucidation
of biblical history.”—Chanan Tigay, author of The Last Moses
“Neese’s narrative pacing and story-telling is masterful.
She gets the political and religious nuances of contemporary
Israel.”—Elliot Jager, Jerusalem-based author and former
editorial page editor at The Jerusalem Post
The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible Tyndale House Publishers
This perennially bestselling book on the Dead Sea Scrolls by
one of the fields most respected scholars has now been revised
and updated to reflect scholarship and debates since the book
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was first published in 1994.
The Dead Sea Scrolls ReadHowYouWant.com
The New York Times best seller Inside the Revolution takes you
inside the winner-take-all battle for the hearts, minds, and souls of the
people of the Middle East. It includes never-before-seen profiles of
the Radicals, the Reformers, and the Revivalists. It explains the
implications of each movement and the importance of each leader,
not only through the lenses of politics and economics, but through the
third lens of Scripture as well. Today, wars and revolutions define the
modern Middle East, and many believe the worst is yet to come.
Not Really the Prisoner of Zenda Tyndale House Publishers, Inc.
With the stakes high and few viable options left, the president of the
United States orders CIA operative David Shirazi and his team to
track down and sabotage Iran's nuclear warheads before Iran or Israel
can launch a devastating first strike.
Inside the Revolution eBookIt.com
An American professor’s murder reveals his discovery of a lost Dead
Sea Scroll, whose text encodes the secret hiding places of the lost
Second Temple Treasures. Israeli intelligence agent Maya Rimon
races against time to stop a religious extremist from launching a
deadly terrorist attack at the next Blood Moon, triggering the
Apocalypse in the holy city of Jerusalem. The story centers around a
genuine historical artifact, the so-called Copper Scroll, whose many
secrets still remain undeciphered by contemporary scholars and
treasure hunters. Despite decades of searching, not a single one of
these invaluable treasures has ever been found. Laced with clever
spycraft, encrypted electronic files, mysterious ancient puzzles,
plastique explosives, car chases, and Sherlockian ratiocination, The
Deadly Scrolls explores the timely theme of fanaticism: among
Christian millennialists, Jewish messianists, Islamic terrorists, Israeli
politicians, Orthodox Jews, conspiracy theorists, devout Zionists—and
spies. In other words, it’s a Jewish Da Vinci Code!

The Twelfth Imam Harper Collins
Engelse vertaling van de niet- bibelse handschriften, die
tussen 1947 en 1962 in de grotten van Qumran werden
aangetroffen.
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